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THE VI CE P R ES ID ENT
WASH I NGTON

November 8, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

THE VICE PRESIDENT

SUBJECT:

ENERGY SPEECH

I don't have many changes in the draft speech, but I do
have a few suggestions you might want to consider:
o On page two, I would drop the paragraph suggesting
that many Americans still don't understand the issue.
I think there is the risk that this would be perceived
as an assessment that much of the general public is
ignorant.
This paragraph does not seem necessary to the
thrust of the argument:
that the energy crisis is serious
and growing worse.
o On page four, I would change severe inflationary
pressures, to serious inflationary pressures.
I think
we should resist ourselves painting the picture that
there exists today a terrible inflation problem.
o On page four, I would make the next paragraph
conditional, arguing, "If this trend continues, (t)he
excessive purchase of foreign oil could make the very
security of our nation increasingly dependent on uncertain
energy supplies." Again, I believe the point you want to
make is that our security could be threatened, rather than
that it is now endangered, especially, since -- as I
understand it -- our plan and the bill which is likely to
emerge from the Congress, would leave us dependent in the
future upon approximately the same level of foreign oil as
we currently import.
o On page five, where the speech breaks, I would insert
a strong upbeat paragraph, in essence stating the preceding
points about economic strength and national security in the
reverse.
You might say:

~
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"We must take the actions needed to ensure America's
economic strength. We must preserve our blessed
independence and safeguard our vital security. We
must show that we can exercise leadership not only
on behalf of our deomcracy, but on behalf of democratic
governments throughout the world."
"Perhaps as never before in peacetime, our nation is
being tested. There is only one way to meet that test,
and that is by passing America's first comprehensive
national energy plan."
"We are now on the eve of decision."
o
On page five, I would follow this point with a compliment
to the Congress, before going into the detailed issues that
remain to be decided.
I would recommend a paragraph which
says:
"The Congress has shown a recognition of the urgency
of this problem, great tenacity in coming to grips with
many of the most complex and difficult decisions a
legislative body has ever been asked to make, and a
high degree of responsibility in its commitment to
resolve these issues before the current session
adjourns."
o
I would then continue with the paragraph at the bottom
of page five, and slightly revise the transitional paragraph
at the top of page six as follows:
"As one of the world's largest producers of coal and oil
and gas, why do we have this problem with energy, and
why is it so difficult to solve?

REMARKS BY
JAMES R. SCHLESINGER
SECRETARY OF ENERGY

TO
THE NATIONAL CONVENTION
OF
THE AMERICAN LEGION
DENVER, COLORADO
AUGUST 23, 1977
Legionnaires,
Today our Nation faces a troublesome passage -requiring dramatic changes in our sources of energy.
It is
a passage both difficult and potentially perilous.
Nonetheless, it is one through which -- with foresight and with
dedication -- we can triumphantly come.
The President of
the United States has sounded a clarion call -- of warning
and of challenge. To that summons Legionnaires, along with
other Americans, will respond.
It calls us to a different
type of battlefield -- one that requires less raw courage
than it does persistence and patient effort.
If we, as a people, respond -- as we have done before
then we shall, with relative ease, move through a difficult transition of prospective oil stringency into a new
future in which our energy supplies will be provided by new
sources and new technologies achieved through American
imagination and ingenuity.
If we fail to respond, we shall
face a growing meance to our economy and to our political
and social stability. Consequently, we cannot afford to
fail.
President Carter has called for the moral equival e nt of
war.
This does not -- happily -- mean that the Nation need
go on a wartime footing or resort to wartime measures.
But,
it does mean that we must achieve the cohesion and that
sense of national purpose normally achieved only in time of
war.
In itself the energy crisis provides no clear,
unequivocal signal of national danger such as that represented by Pearl Harbor.
Instead, the danger is more subtle,
more complex.
It can be grasped only through analysis and
countered only through vision.
Yet the signs and the
portents have continued to grow.
Indeed, one might describe
the brief embargo of 1973-1974 as an undiscerned Pearl
Harbor.
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Only lately have we begun to grasp the magnitude of
the energy problem. And our awareness is yet imperfect.
Recent polls have disclosed that some 50 percent of the
American people do not know that the United States imports
any oil at all.
This is disturbing when our import dependency has already reached almost 50 percent.
Thus, altogether too many Americans apparently believe that we are
self-sustaining and possess energy invulnerability.
They
cannot, therefore, appreciate the constraints that
continuing economic growth and growing dependency would
impose on our foreign and defense policies -- or anticipate
the even greater vulnerability that we will face as oil
production worldwide reaches the point that it can grow no
further.
How did we get where we are today?
background.

>

Let us examine the

Time was that our energy problems, like our security
problems to which they are intimately related, were easily
borne.
In the wake of World War II, and down into the
Vietnam war, the preeminence of American power remained
unquestioned.
The expansion of the international economy
and the maintenance of security took place under the protection of that American power.
In that era, we also were
totally secure in our energy supplies.
Indeed, our capacity
was so great, relative to demand, that we could not only
satisfy our domestic requirements, but could also take care
of our allies in a period of emergency . . In the Suez crisis
of 1956, for example, the shut-in production capacity of the
United States was by itself sufficient that we could tide
Europe through a period of cut-off.
In the subsequent twenty years vast changes have taken
place.
American oil consumption has grown to so great an
extent that even with enlarged production, we accommodate
little more than half of our domestic requirements.
And, of
course, there is preciously little spare capacity to tide
other nations over in a time of trouble.
Just as political security has been affected by a world
grown more fractious, just as our military position has been
challenged by the steadily growing power of the Soviet
Union, so has our overall position been further weakened by
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the new fact of substantial energy dependency.
Energy
supply and security have always gone hand in hand.
But the
United States has been blessed with abundant resources, so
that the connection between energy and security could be
accepted without being explicitly recognized.
Yet, as the world has become more interdependent, and
as our own dependency has grown, our ability to protect our
vital interests has come under a new and different challenge .
Moreover, there is still a more fundamental and
underlying issue that goes beyond the ordinary considerations of security policy.
It is a problem that we share,
with all other nations, of prospective worldwide shortage.
It is the prospect that within a decade oil production
worldwide will have reached a limit beyond which it will not
be possible significantly to increase production.
Sometime
in the early 1990's oil production worldwide will peak out
and begin its long slide downward.
But even before then we
shall approach a production ceiling such that output cannot
accommodate further increases in demand.
Co~sequently,
expanding supplies of oil -- the world's fuel of choice - will not supply the additional energy to sustain further
economic growth and rising standards of living.
This brie f
period, a century, in which oil has become the principal
motive force of worldwide economic expansion will be at an
end.
We, along with all other nations, shall have to turn
to alternative sources of supply and, in the period of gr ace
allowed to us, seek out those alternative source s .
There are, of course, always Pollyannas who will
believe that nothing that they wish not to occur, can
possibly occur.
They will suggest that, of course, there
must be more oil out there to accommodate our ever-expandin g
appetite.
Be not deceived! Our . voracious demand for oil
doubling every decade, increasing thirty fold in half a
century -- 1s beg1nn1ng to encroach not only on potential
production limits but on potential long-term supply.
In
this decade alone the world will consume not only one-third
of of its proven reserves, but will also consume one-tenth
of. all the oil that the geologists in their wildest dreams
ever expected might exist worldwide -- and might be found
and recovered.
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Thus, we, along witH other nations, face an altered
and potentially distressing future.
Let us gather our
courage and determination and face up to it.
We must not imitate the grasshopper in Aesop's fable.
We must avoid a policy of drift until the moment of acute
crisis is upon us.
If we have the appropriate vision and
foresight, we shall take advantage of the time that is
available to us and act now.
We should begin now -- while we still have time and
before the era of restricted oil and gas availability is
upon us -- to alter the capital equipment that sustains and
will sustain the American standard of living -- our factories, our homes, our automobiles.
Our factories and power
plants should increasingly burn coal or uranium, which these
stationary facilities, unlike our transportation, can utilize at small penalty. We must , if we are prudent, take
care to avoid increased dependence of our capital assets on
oil and gas when we already know that the fut ur e supplies
will be limited.
And, we must achieve a higher degree of
fuel efficiency. We must learn to conserve.
These are the things that we must do.
And these are
the things that President Carter's energy plan is intended
to accomplish.
The measures are numerous and intricate, but
the underlying design is quite simple.
Put briefly, the
program is intended, first, to attain a higher degree of
fuel efficiency to reduce waste and to conserve.
Second, it
is intended to wean us away from oil and gas and gradually
to substitute further our more abundant fuel resources,
solar energy, coal and uranium.
A major goal of the plan is to reduce the annual
growth of energy consumption in the United States from
approximately 4 percent to less than 2 percent per year.
This can be achieved by making our homes better insulated,
our automobiles more fuel-efficient, and by providing
incentives for greater efficiency in our industrial processes.
It can be achieved with no sacrifice in our
prospective living standards.
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The President has called for sacrifice, but the
sacrifice for which he calls is less of a material nature
than of a change in attitude and assumptions -- of all
sacrifices the hardest for men to make.
We shall have to
give up our careless, spendthrift, ways in energy use.
We
shall have to learn anew such homespun wisdom as "willful
waste makes willful want."
Nonetheless, it is axiomatic in the President's plan
that enough energy shall be available to permit the continued growth of the economy and the expansion of productivity, output and the number of jobs.
The pace is gradual
and the use of energy will continue to grow.
We are not
interested in self-punishment through conservation.
The major element is equally simple:
To avoid a
growing dependence on oil and gas and to make better use of
our more abundant fuel resources.
It was only after World War II that we emerged from a
period in which coal had been our principal fuel.
Increasingly, we shall return to it.
Facilities-in-place can, in
most cases, readily utilize coal.
In that way, we can
reserve a larger share of the dwindling supply of fuel
liquids for our transportation sector in which there is no
such readily available substitute.
Our new factori e s and
power plants should use coal or uranium.
In that way we
can avoid having our new capital plant and equipment be co me
dependent on a type of fuel which is likely to be unavail able during the last fifteen or twenty years service of that
plant.
If we are prepared to act now, we can make this
transition relatively smoothly and painlessly.
If we fail
to act now, the consequences will be far more dire:
In the
middle 1980's rising unemployment, much more rapid inflation, and severe balance of payments difficulties.
Such
developments would shake the political and social foundations of the United States in a way that they have not been
shaken since the 1930's. Much has been said about the
economic consequences, relatively light, of the National
Energy Plan.
It is far wiser if we take into account not
the consequences of our decision to act, but the economic
and political consequences of our failure to act, for those
could prove devastating.

. . ."'"
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But what of the longer term? What happens when we run
short, as we inevitably must, of fossil fuel? Will these
short-term sacrifices, which we now contemplate, make things
better for our children and grandchildren in the future, or,
will they merely postpone a day of reckoning? Some people
these days have become so disquieted by future shock that
they have lost faith in our long-run ability to cope.
Will
there be a happy ending?
The answer is unequivocally, yes.
We face the future,
not merely with hope, but with confidence. We shall devote
our techincal resources to the development of new sources of
supply, be they techniques for the more efficient use of
available energy, biomass, solar energy more narrowly
defined, or fusion or fission power.
Or researchers and
our scientists have not yet failed the United States. Once
we recognize the problem and apply to it the time-honored
inventiveness and resolution of the American people, we can
have unbounded confidence in our ability to solve it.
Yet, the Nation does face a formidable challenge.
Let us resolve to master it.
The President has presented an ambitious plan.
Its
development has been guided by the precept;
Make·no small
plans; they have no magic to stir the souls of men.
The challenge is sufficiently grea~ that this is no
time for politics as usual, looking no further than the next
election.
It is no time for business as usual, looking no
further than the next profit and loss statement.
The President has called on all of us:
in every S t a t e /
municipality and hamlet; in business and in unions, and, in
voluntary organizations. Let us all respond to that call.
We shall need the help of very man and woman in America.
"The summer patriot and the sunshine soldier will in
this crisis shrink from the service of his country."
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Pg. 1 (End of paragraph 2-)

Bo"'· many barrelS s- -- imported

since April -

Pg. 2 •At stake• instead of av-hat is at stake•

Pg. 2 Line 9 after •resolve• add •often enormous•
Pg. 2 Line 12

end

of paragraph

"It is oar last best chance to develop an energy

polic}' U...at can avert a serious crisis in . the :future•

:· .. ,

Pg. 2 Between paragraph 2 and 3
There it shall be determi.ned whether at long last ·. .. . .
A...--nerica \fill have a re.al energy policy or once again ._
half-hearted, ineffective measures .
This historic moment comman--ds the attention of us all .. .
The Congress , the President, the A!nerican people starxl
to be ju-dged on the succ~ss or failure of this moment •.
Not only will we pass verdict ourselves . .but our action.
will be watched by our allies aoo adversaries around.-_ the ·
\ti"'rld who question the firmness of our resolve.
_

\

1-!ost iEportant, we stand i-n the docket of history ....... .
-\
anffiierable to those yet unborn. whose future will be er.hanced or endangered by our action. They are the . true - ____ ;,,
constituents of this effort. Voiceless, they ultiii'lately.
will judge \olhether this generation met the test faced . .
. ,.
by every other generation, of responsibility to the :future •." .".
They will ask: Did .-e pass to · the future · a countr)': strong,
and vibrant or
try: weak
- '\>ulnerable?. ,_ ..
Pg. 2 Line 13 add -

•That is why J: want to talk-. ........ • , __ ., : -~- .. .

Pg. 3 - Between paragraph 2 and 3

Hour by hour, day b}r day, the gauge that measures . the..: .
increasing flow of imported oil records the. slow. but
steady "·eakening of the United States overseas and . at ·
bene.
Hour by hour, day by day, the national security of the .
u.s. is threatened by our dependence on imported _Pil.

Hour by hour, day

by day, our ability to act as a nation
in conducting our foreign affairs is being . endangered • .

.

\

.

Hour by hour, day by day, our economic stcngth is being
sapped.
Hour by hour, day by day, our continued ability to
provide a decent life for all our people beco~es more· and
more questionable.
Pg. 5 Line 13 beginning of paragraph 3 "At home, even while

~~e •••

•

Pg. 6 Last paragraph ~Each year we lose 200,000 more American jobs because
of rising L~ports oil oil. We lose almost 25 jobs an
hour, almost 5 5 0 j o bs a day! Each year we lost $10
billion in na t iona l o utpu t , whi ch ~arks cut to more than
a million dol lar s an hour, $2 7 and 1/ 2 million a day,
ah~ost 200 mi llion dollars a ~eek!
We are sending jobs •••

Pg. 7 After line 6 - beg i n ning of paragra p h 3 add:
fiMost i mport a nt vast ~mount of A~erican wealth
no longer s ta y in b~e Un i ted States but go
overseas to enric h oL~er na t ions.

>

Pg. 7 After line 11 add "Rather than beco."tling "'·eak.er our dollar ~~uld be growing stronger.•

Pg. 11

After paragraph 2

In April I asked sacrifice of evert segment of our nation,
tJ..any ~s and producers
have anS\I.·ered that call. A nmnber of oil and gas canpanies
have been statesmanlike in helping us balance their brJe
needs against the needs of cur entire society. They arc

consumer and pro1 ucer alike.

to be commended for ; putting

~-

' the national interest first.

1

But others have not been so patriotic.

They and

~~eir allie~

have sought to turn this plan into a bonanza at the expense
of every American.
Yes, we will have to all pay more for
energy but if L~ey have their way the burdent on every
American, already heavy would become crushing. As

President, I have the responsibility to trj' to balanc~ .the
r.eeds for production incentives against the costs that
can be borne by ordinary Americans, and as President, I
will not accept a plan that would strike a staqgering
blo~~ at every A..rnerican family in order to enrich a few.

l ' .. ==i

Pg. 11 -First word paragraph 3 -Change •the• to "these two
questions"
Po. 12 - at the end of line 2 add:

/}

..

"'During the camoaiqn I favored derequlation of natural

~~~ 1 -,? gas~ · In the 1ong:term I a~ expecting that ~e will
A ~ see derequlation. However the impact of total deregulation

1~i
~

!).'

now would be devastating to ~~e American people.
..
.

It/'~ J.,tf

Pg. 12 - Line 7 after "invest~ In the last four years the price
of natural gas has risen X% and would rise in our
plan Y% more. Gas producers •••• •
Pg. 13 - after line 2:
"Rtrery American jn.Ust be concerned over the outcome of
these n.w price \$SUeshefore the Conference Corruni ttee."

after ftHouse"
although frankly our plan and the House plan
are more c~~patable-.

Pg. 15 - Line 1

~House;

·-

Pg. 15 - after paragraph four - listing the third test.

Although I am fully confident that it will not happen,
should the bill that emerges from the Conference Committee
fail these tests I will not hesitate to veto it. On
January 20 before you and almighty God I took an oath
to "faithfully execute the office of President of the
United States". If I were to sign a hill that 1 did
not truly believe to be effective, just to have a bill,
then I \tt~ould have betrayed my oath. You have rn},. solemn
promise that I lt...ill sign. a bi"'~ .! ._that I f~~l ..establishes
an effective energy policy. -..~ - .
::

~ ,:

't ;

1

·-

-7

• :

·,.

~-·.

:· No President . can have all of
· ~~e answers to ~~is problem or any preble~. ·That's why
..... ,, ,.,.. our forefathers set forth both a Congress and a President
to y.~ork together.

-

...
--,

.,

'<

. . ·.·
Nonetheless, a President has a singular responsibility.
he is elected by the entire nation not b}' a single
·
district or a single state.
It is in this office that
all the interests, demands and needs mubt be weighed and
1
to some extent arbitrated. It is here that our require~ents :
at horne must be meshed with our require~ents abroad.
Every level of government plays a key role in shaping our
country to our visions and t.o our proble:ns.
...
· ·
"' huN~ lee1rf\ecl rY\"an'f -th\V\~$ ~\Y\C~ l bec;J~ Pre.s\d~"'-t -tk.n
·· :

r

·------~- -d~J nd\-~~~-. -- ~o

one-~~~ --~oes n-o+
.... : : c~l\ o.rprec&~ #e h--ue bur~et\

have +h\s respo,,slbil i~
o.P ;-~\s ofPrc.e.

One of those burdens is to decide ~ht c~st first be
addressed on our national agenda. I firmly believe
that for our domestic prosperity and our national security
~~e passage of an effective energy policy is paramount.
OJr ability to answer o~~er pro~le~s to and sense future
dreans hinges on t.~at endeavor. Therefore,. I will devote
all the tirr:e I have available to attend that need. While
it is the Conference c~~nittee of L~e Senate and House that
must oroduce
a -nlan, as President I have an obliqation
.
.
to be here ready and able to provide helpr guidence,
and if necessarr criticism.
~

had planned to undertake a monumental
trip abroad later ~~is mon~~. It ~as a trip designed to
reaffirm .America's co:n..~i tt:r!ent to partnership with our
a1iies and to tile ne;;~ly developing ·-v;orld . a trip .. contriuting to peace in the ll:~rld. h'hen ¥te planned this trip
. mistakenly felt that the ener~y plan would have beco~e law.
As you knCf;:¥, I

.
1

America overseas is only as strong as America at home. It
is no~ unlikely that the Conference Com3ittee will finish
its ~~rk and the Congress pass and energy package before
the date of t..~is trip.
As great as this trip's potential,
~avL'"lg a. strong __ u.s. Er:ergy Policy is o£. firs~ . :mp.-::~rtance
noth at norr:e ann abroaa. My place at th.~s crl.~J.cal moment
is her~ . The·refore I am
my trip.
This has
been a difficult decision.
Pg. 16

:>

After first paragraph ending .. road. •
~~is

effort ~i~l buy us t~e. It ~ill allow us to
:harness an unique A.'Tierican ingenuity 24"td technological
ability for the development of new sources of energy~
synb~etic fuels~ solar, geother-~1. ~~ fusion ~er.
The !'.a tional effort that made A!nerica the A r s e n
of
a?l.
Democracy in riorld War !I and put a man on the moo
can lead us to new and solve energy frontiers.
r
succes- can lead to greater econo!!lic prosperit~t', more
jobs and a brighter future for all of ; our people.
Pg. 17

Line 2

Pg. 18

After line 9

a~ith

distant and often unpopular challenges, like ••• •

new paragraph between last sign off

•fr~s is a great nation.
We stand on the brink, I
believe, of new greatness. I arn confident that America
toeay will meet the challenge before us as we have : met other
challenges at other times. And that we •ill once · again
prove L~at this is the greatest nation on earth.

(Or

SO.."nething uplifting.)
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PRESIDENT CARTERADRAF T ,

'J;. tL~

}o

More than six months ago, in
r•

s~le..r,~-]u--, Sft-(.JS~AJ1,
fA.[/f>wS
,Y'I

of

v-1'-a..ke..

J,.,"m ,t- '~cr 1...._, "-' ~
So..~~;r.c_
April, I spoke

with you about the need to establish a new and
~
('

'

cJ.q_o..(!

comprehensive national energy policy in order to~elp

Ul'tc..
solvi}our present and future energy problems.

The Congress has been hard at work and a great
deal of progress has been made, but in the meantime
the energy situation has grown worse.

This summer, we used more oil and gasoline
than ever before in histo r y.

t!6fi Q...o..>

About 8 million barrels

a day was produced in America, but since April our
oil imports from foreign countries have cost
~ 3~-.,

$23 billion -- aboutl$50~ worth of oil for every
family in the United States!

-, .
..!•

-

-

}!1o

2 -

t~~ t0ur farmers are the greatest

1'i:R91 !

agricultural exporters the world has ever seen, but
it takes two years of farm exports to pay for one
year's imports of oil -- about $45 billion!

This

.fotC.• f t'\.
excessive importing ofioil is a tremendous and
rapidly increasing drain on our national economy.

.$ s bd /, cr- ~ ~a..}llv-4.
ce~,\ u.~
~

e. ve..r

1

c

1

I ~f"" h-

It costs us jobs --Aabout 200,000~ yQar)

1/
~

It costs us business investments.

-.r+ \\1'\cr~J'e...S

ffl..dtV'ca..Q.

~t.t-cl.,Q..~

d.C2..~1CI~.

-:It creates record trade deficits -- this year

~ .... J 7

'

""':~ ~r-4.A.

,...,

+..- 'ft.&

y

~......,'/e..

1

It (!malte~the dollar in world markets"

4-c.J

u.-, /err e.u.c.

WI ~CA.~

d~ •
It ~Rdo E~pus~p the international price

~~~ ,4 .-.c.&""'/'~

CVL

of oil ~itl:!. t.oo mYeh1 demand li.er limited SIJ.pplio~
A.~~/,4; ~ ~~t!&

,r-.
ft..
e..~
It ~roatesj severe inflationary

pressures.
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It makes the very security of our nation
increasingly dependent on uncertain foreign oil
supplies.

The Secretary of Defense said recently,

"The present deficiency of assured energy sources is
the single surest threat . . . to our security and that
of our allies."

(!)->

~1 thoog:6flhe

price of all energy is going up

~o 'ft...

f!M/\J h.ca cau' tZ.
because of its increasing scarcityA there is no free
market system in setting the price of oil.
p_!:.Qducing coullhies the

.

domgst~c

4l

.

o~l,

.at ~the

a~

t;overnnrent:~

~et:

[!R

~rl

Ute price of

.
world price is set arb1trarily

frt'~\f"" C4.rta.t' --

by~the

governments of the OPEC nations.

ti.l\1\"\o-> t

The world

-bv ~

is nowA--- times as great as it was in 1973.

As one of the world's largest producers of energy,
why do we have this problem?
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~ ~

simply use too much -- and waste too

much -- energy.

~~ k ~ar«.. ~{.·c·~+J
Although all countries.-1~-ce iH.vol,...esJ

we are the worst offender.

Since the great price rise

in 1973, the Japanese have cut their oil imports.

~ c4.~£J..o."''>
The Germans, the French, the British,Aand the Italians
have all cut their oil imports.

Meanwhile, we in the

United States have increased our imports of oil more
percent!

than

v-ttr"-

.._. ~ v;U;:_.\i.

_,...

~~
This {lo a Yeeent1 problem" ~ust
). y'l. n-,,1/,._ ba-rt'ds

'7

.,I "- d..~- ~~

ago 1.re x.rgre a-.ogt. enpert.gr of oi lJ
importing [more t.l:l;;m
mare tha:R one Lltirq)

JAI't'4-/J

A

2~ percent.

~ ~
/<.)
years

l..o7o 1 t.Jk ..f

we. 'w.fcrr t&.cl
~

u.A.c.

cl ·

By 19 7 2 we were

Q;H. 197 3 ;m iiRperi:ee

-frwv' f"cz.,tj 1'\

This year we will import 'I

~ 1 ~,_r ~

abo\¥t one-half of all the oil we use/

tmp0¥'lr Will c_,..,,./,vte..~«. ~ ~D ""f r~ r~'<6 ..,tl./
:Z: ~ tl.t.oc.t"', ~.c-4 w 1II 'fr...W ~~ W,..,.l e. •

a4.M.Jlc.ss
.;o

There are three things we must doA

""'
(au r\

~I{ '"d~ ~

~ a.e:l- 1'uc...i/'1 J
4.1)

tUJtn tl

ff.c. fro'/~

Yk

cut back

on consumption; shift away from oil and gas to other

..... .
.; :

U

-

sources of energy; and
United States.
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1 ~.e.l?i
encourage..... production, in the

These are the purposes of the new

energy legislation.

In order to conserve energy, the Congress L~

tS

l"\CH.J

~ c. .J..; ""' j
i-o "W\t>-. k(L. ~ \.A. ""
mowo~Q. :bol dl~ tQ ifw~ease the efficieRoy of} automobiles,

~,/.

'W\~ ~,'c,~+'

homes and other buildings,AappliancesA and to encourage
industry to save both usable heat and electricity.

L1..-.t..rr,~ ~{~c.. ~~~fl-e.c:...

Tk.o.

~fi a :joiR"t fl:ou~a~ a:R:e SeRale Confe~eRee the

h·t..e.l

...Co:R:g:roo'3 d.s now considering ~aea"to~J changes in llietting)
t.tt-L

scz..+,

electric power rates in order to discourage waste,

"

l~s ~

to reward those who use lJor;w~ afttOI=lflt.s o@ energy, and
4(

e.h.aJtA.ffL

I ""-

.{..

to encourage~the use of electricity~uri~1hours when

kVY\fJ.M.J

l

.s ( ~ w .

~is moat readily available]
question

Another important

~ow J:rE;;r;;,.oluQil b¥] Congress

is how to

rc..Ff<- c...;.

~

let the market price for domestic oileovo 'blp tp

~rf

a;

~"~

,r-J

~/~

a.pp:r~mimately its replacement value with f!'lanilftttm]
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J>n> 1-..c..h 1'

~air:Aes~ t~ consumers and ~e least. aaJ;~a~Q to§ our
economy.

~ ~ ~~

le.r,, {~.(,""'-

will

~

-e-.c.cn.4r"1.q_

~ otl CMI'd
wind,~ geotherma~~

'( 44

Conversion;to coal,

shale oil, methane and other energy

supplies.~

Wf2.. wdl ~
le~ialst.ie~.

"

~search

and development projects, tax incentives and penalties,

A~~.,l.- ~
and regulatory authority~ill be ased]to~shift away
from unnecessary use of increasingly scarce oil and
natural gas.

We have also proposed and Congress is acting on
incentives to encourage production of oil and gas
4YIOff?..~

in our own country.

This is whereA~major

controversy arises.

w.e..

.e.s,.,c.o~e...

It is important thatAnew oil and gas
discoveries and increased production (e_e Q~Com;;a~eetl

l J .·.£;.·;:;-.Hie r..opy i\JitJda
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with adequate prices to the producers.

We have

recommended that new natural gas be priced each year

~4-- wov.l<i
the same as the average price of domestic oil ~coded
~~~

WI~

~ produce[.a~ e~a~ amount of energy. I\-this price} would

9

1.). I.A. JJ
e.. tg.i.l.l..Q the gas producers ~i1 a·.,erage inereaee

f11df-L

$2 billion per

oU about

~ (J....\-

yearAabo~

the prsent price level.

New oil prices would rise in three years to the
present world price, with an annual addition to be
added for inflation.

po.~&l

~'\1

.
pr1ce~toAo1

This would be the highest

. t h e wor ld .
pro d ucers 1n

This would[~

~ opnneiJ provide adequate incentives for
exploration and production of domestic oil and gas.
C2r''

I

~ pro '-e.ecus

JIA. ~ StM-A. i

"'the oil companies want much more -- tens of

billions of dollars more.

They want greatly increased

prices for "old" oil and gas -- energy supplies

··:· -q<:

\~:·

~f'';ry i\-'·~:rJt)

f.-.. . . ~ . ~. ..,,,..~~,.~ . ·;.""' . . r 1·rr ., .. }"·~~
"

..

.·.·

I

~ l

r

. l, ~

1

· '>J

''*f
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JJA'A"already"'
"~ ~
discovered

~

and being produced.

"

They want

'&arlier anci] higher prices for "new" gas and oil,
Wtw\..+

~

S•

~

j

'f-1-.u.t

~

t-/.&;

w~f-

lower taxes on their profits, and government funding
for energy production from a tax-financed energy
trust fund.

The political pressures are great because the

~ ~ ,r~c/ ~d -'-"'~/PI~~ <~HCCJ""
WQ cam=lo"t gverly rmvard the oii

stakes are so high.
~4n1~ ~ t40~ 4r\o"
c~p~~ies

at the

~~ce ~

expe~•g

dl/

gf the Amerioan

4f4..~,4c.,. ~J ~

~eople,

"n~utl y ~,r 91~ ~ ~-#! H'n·tD"'/-// jlr»~C ~ ~,,.. .4.¥,r..fy
4/eUJ
,SI,(A ~~44wc ~ ~
~~ ~·

£r

The energy proposal I made to Congress last
k4-S

April~

three basic elements:

is'
First, it

wa£

Jo '#.-

fairAto the American consumers

,f

wo &A.. I J d..,s t""'f' f-

and to the energy producers, and h_>rovia9.4 miRiHH:im
d4'"turbanee ~our national economy-':

(i.4..

/,'Iff~
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Second, it ~ designed to meet ~
important goals for energy conservation, to promote
a shift to more plentiful and permanent energy
supplies, and to encourage increased production of
energy in the United States; and

Third, it

protecte~

our federal budget from any

heavy financial burden.

i{ r-4.4..

~c~~~

~ "' .. I

1 -/-; u

All o f these \Ea~ic .Q.d,elfteftt.sJ are very important.

X

w

(

.._,] ~~~"" ~ e"'~~~ hdl
~c..h ~
(1 .
w' I I
o...prn c.4. ~~~'1
i ~ s I 0.. {, " ' - ~I
I~ '-"'-ia.~
~. 'a..- a.. r - } "'\N\ ..........
During the next few weeks the Congress will

•·fl.ttl•
r

a.~ J., .f..; ll"oAA

. ..J.o 'tt.t

.

11

•

"1"'\ot

•f 1-r

't.

make a judgment on this important legislation.

C."'

I

will be working closely with them, ..0 )lou-- 1rhe
American people-are also deeply involved in these
decisions.

' ' '!.
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This is not a test of strength between the
President and the Congress, nor between the House and
the Senate. What is being tested is the strength and
will of our nation -- whether we can acknowledge a
threat and meet a serious challenge together.

I believe that this country can meet any
challenge, but this is an exceptionally difficult
one because the threat is not easy to see -- and the

5o{v..4--io-~bjeo~ is neither simple nor politically popular.

I said six months ago that no one would be
completely satisfied with this national energy plan.

~-~- e~ c(,'-+,·u-,.

kA r

~ ha·~ turned out to be right.

There is some part

of this complex legislation to which every region and
every interest group can object.

But a common

'

..

'•

'

'

''

!

i

r·, (l . . i'~
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national sacrifice to meet this serious problem
should be shared by everyone
plan is fair.

c~..,..d~. "le.

oil~ ~

1

rv1a.~ 1

~~A- ~

"""'""'a..-h~d

a proof that the

~~'" -~

~ s-hl(

~ ~

se.a..k

'"'-k.re...s+·

It is especially difficult to deal with
distant challenges.

A President is elected for

just four years, a Representative for two, and a
Senator for six.

It has always been easier to wait

until the next year or the next term of office -- to
avoid political risk.

/•u.r .e..P-tc..h..J cr{/,'ct~I'
But you did not choose~ ~or tbQ meffiher3 of
the Honse or senatilsimply to fill an office.

The

fa.&.• "') vu-~ cL,Jf;,...,ll- d.~c.ir ur,...... ,
Congress is~e1:ifi~ eourageou3ly a:A.;i wgll ~and we
have formed a good partnership.

-

11 -

This energy plan is a good insurance policy
for the future, in which relatively small premiums

I
-bo

I.f ~

we pay now will protect us in the years ahead.
b~~ ~. ~ w.e. wdl Soo~ f.ce~

de+

Se...-'1~

1

4

<!..,.., S e.J.

This is an effort which~ require~vision
and cooperation from all of us.

I hope that each of

you will show your concern by taking steps in your
own private life to conserve our precious energy,

_j•IV\1.,, WI~
but ~!oo BY ffi'alEifi~ ~tHe Lltat{ your elected officials
lA-S

at all levels of government fu'1'1:ml that you fdiilPt ~
t@ act - - a J on.g ,.r; th

yQ~

--::1 to

meet this serious

test of our nation's will.

The focus now is on the Congress, but the
test of our courage and commitment will continue,
in different forms and places, in the months and

.·.-;; ...

f; (

rr-4!4.f-~

. ·.
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years ahead.

It need not be unpleasant for any of

us to make a patriotic sacrifice for the well-being
and security of our nation.
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More than six months ago, in April, I spoke
with you about the need

§o

;:t i e..o..> ~<!

~

e5tta:Bli~ a new~

comprehensive national energy policy.J ~ orde:a to help
solve our present and future energy problems.

--

The Congress has been hard at workAand a great

u.·.u,. ted.

~u/!'-1 ~~ll..)

deal of progress has been made, 8ut a n the mean~ime)
the energy situation has grown worse.

This summer, we used more oil and gasoline
1ft..

than ever before

o! bi l

v

in~ history.

'E...e&., ¥-.~~L ~ j)fiiJw~ ~6c,n,..f~boui}'\ million barrels

e~(.L

1\~ day c&.as produce~ in America, ()uiJ since April our
oil imports from foreign countries have cost
$23 billion - - about $500 worth of oil for every
family in the United States!

·--......_ ___ _
-.

...........

'

I

I
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~e know tha~ ~ur farmers are the greatest
agricultural exporters the world has ever seen, but
it takes two years of farm exports to pay for one
year's imports of oil -- about $45 billion!

This

excessive importing of oil is a tremendous and
rapidly increasing drain on our national economy.

It costs us jobs -- about 200,000 a year.

k)ote.l(ew ~v( vr v-tel~ctJ c.W\)
It ~osts u~ business investments.
It creates record trade deficits -- this year

f

''

about $30 billion.

l
I

It weakens the dollar in world mar kets.
It tends to push up the international price

~~e
1j ~sri.~ .,_,u .ftiAJ
of oi~ fiii t~ too much demandAtor limite~ supplies .

.(;, i,JI&.~ ·~

It creates severe gnflationar~ pre ssure~.

~

r.

k dW'I- N/A;.,, J
·~~ ~~

t~IWI7 ~J

It makes the very security of our nation

/Pt.JA ..

IWl.

'~f ,·L.

increasingly dependent on uncertain foreign oil

it.t Wl~A~

The Secretary of Defense said recently ,

N. I t.~ 'tvJ

~~ · ~tf ·

"The present deficiency of assured energy sources is
the single surest threat . . . to our security and that
of our allies."

~lthough the price of all energy is going up

beca~se of its increasing scarcitj i there is no free
j.t

market system in settin~fhe price of oi~
producing

countrie~the

~

Jtl

~ ~ ""-N~tf-

In all

governments set the price of

domestic oil, and the world price is set arbitrarily
by the governments of the OPEC nations.
price is now

The world

times as great as it was in 1973.

As one of the world's largest producers of energy,
why do we have this problem?

~
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J!e re

t.St711 ; ~

[ No!}

.fi.&,r ·

~implyfuse jioo muc@ - &!AVIv ~ry

rnuch

W)~

Wt4-t-

wt.tiJ be

lkM

rtfiCJ~,..t bc-..f-

~ energy. llilthough all countries are involve.i},

we are the worst

(~(/V.~d\..

and wastejltoo

Since the great price rise

in 1973, the Japanese have cut their oil imports.
The Germans, the French, the British, and the Italians

W~J

~~d~t..?)

have all cut their oil imports.

Meanwhile, we in the

United States have increased our imports o f oil more
than

- --

percent!

i.t( ~e.
This Jfs a

r ece~

problemA

Just

ago we were a net e x porter of oil.
importing more than 20 percent.
more than one-third.

ftlk.

w

ritA Jr:let...

years

By 1972 we were

In 1973 we impo rted

This year we will import

about one- h a lf o f all the oil we u s e .

.jtJ

(lVD t

d ~ ~J).;.

There are three things we must doA

cut back

on consumption; shift away from oil and gas to other

~.

.. .
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[Sources] of energy; and encourage productionAin the
United States.

These are the purposes of the new

energy legislation.

~t-te tf It, fwt I ~~
In order to~ conserv~nerg~, the Congress has
'en~
I
/11-lt Itt.

"~

moved boldly to [!ncrease the efficiency o t] automobiles,

~r1

,..,\ft

ta"·~

home~ (and othe~ buildings, ~ appliances~ and to encourage
industry to save both usable heat and electricity.

A- CA!'k~L-.te

UW.nM·tf,e ~ ~~ ~ ~ IU.d; ~

~ Jl~e

[in a joint House and Senate Conference the

.i~/

.

~~~ ~

Congre ~ is now considering{!tandatoriJ chang\M/{ln settinU

.stt
electric power ratesAin order to discourage waste,
AA.

I~ .l

c
(_t QJ reward those who use Q.ower amounts

o'lJ energy,

and

~~ encourage the use of electricity during hours when

ci~cl

iJ

J!W.

'Jl.u.

Cn--J..-H!

tS tUVJ Y'PSt){t/, ·~

{!t is mo~t readily availabl~. ~~other important

J\v\e-i,

question) ~ow being resolved by Congres~Ais how to
let the market price for domestic oil~ve up to
~proximately its replacement value with maximu~

ntltt+ ~t ~-d+- ~ Hple.l-1·?) J.) \
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r- wL. le

JlfV fu~·"'r

\{fairness t Q} consumers and {i_he least damage t Q) our
economy.

~'- ltte.u /y,·s/tJ.-h'n..

w\ II t..(Stl

~df ~ Jt,'~w. ~ ~fAA, J &~t!J

f.;t.onversion~o coal, wind and geotherma r
;.;:;;;.. ,..I ~ f•il

~.1

shale oil, methane.; and other energy supplies .& ill

r Wt will

"'$~

also be encouraged by the new legislatio@ /t.Y.esearch
and development projects, tax incentives and penalties,

-hJ ~ ~ "'-d .
and regulatory authority ~ ill be used to shift away
from unnecessary use of increasingly scarce oil and
natural gas]

We have also proposed and Congress is acting on
incentives to encourage product i on of oil and gas
in our own

NL~,· ~ ~·
country.J J\ This is where

the major

controversy arises.

(! t is important that new oil and gas
discoveries and increased prc duction be encour a ge~

.1f
.{, .j/.. "'-"

a~J

M ~ p~ctlu ~t" d • e. ~·.,. p....;ce
p.,Jt,.,h t• #.'1 wi ll ~ 1t.. • "' t u.:lt w -/.> /. t. ,)

0 II

· p~..,.f

r.A,tftl~. ~
W\·11 ~ ~st.. ill #,.,.,. ,.f tu~J

e"'t"''J

pn(f- /il(r_ ell
-It> ~, bt(¥}VIu ~~
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price~
fw '4-i"

C:w ith adequate

(J"l,t.v 'flllfo~e..t.

producer~~e hav~

to the

p.,ttf

it .f'IM's: ~Mo.

~tl"
s~ ~ IJ ~ _.;

[teconunended tha]l new natural gas1 § e priced each yea"iJ
t,·{ ,J,u:U'WillrJI

,

tJ.Wa ~...

tZI

tJ-. •

f).,..

the same as the [ verage price o!) domestic oil Ch.eeded

~~ e.J~cl

1

~ ~~

~ produce lin ~qua]

w,..IJ,..

amount of energy

~his

wtWJ ~tlgiv~ the gas producers ~n average increase

pricE) &_ould

o!J about

~ .JL.~ #,..~ ~ kM

$2 billion per year filbove the prsent price leve~.
- New oil prices would rise in three years to the
present world price, with an annual addition to be

o•. ,

added for inflation.
t,
1\.

J>vbch,.u/U

au-

~!

(!his would be thiJ higheet

i....t.he ~ ~Wt~Wv
price (§.9 oil pl;'oducer~ in

(j:y opinion,

ww J

is.
the world.

provide adequat,.3

~ explor~n and produc ti es

~~ ~

This fi!ould, i ; ;

incentive~ (!o~Ydl..e. ~Pe r/J

Q£ domestic oil and gas.

~~

/\The oil companie s want much more -- tens of
dollars more.

[!hey want greatly increased

prices for "old" oil and gas - - energy supplie"'E

~ ck:.l ~+ wti\J \t.tu~~i'-"1 ~ ~·s~ ~
~t~l ....L .\(.,\ Wt~~..l- MsLvt ~ ~ ,tP t fur a) I tN- J

?f• -tl~ ~

1

c.AIVU ~

~ t61'1.1 6-a--.
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~lready

discovered and being

( !arlier

an~ higher

~~ J~wer

produce~

They want

priCeS for "neW 11 gaS and Oil I

f)v..J K.t\ t,./~~
JleM.-. Jl~tJ)j

taxes on their profits, and government funding

for energy production from a tax-financed energy
trust fund.

k~ ~ e_~t})};~

iJ

The political pressureA ~ great because the

:r+

i.J r~sJ~ tNt ~.J~ (lR s•'s ,_
stakes are so high. A We cannot QVQr~ reward the oil
t;~~·,.t~

companies at the expense of the American people.

The energy proposal I made to Congress last

k~t-s

q~'-hes

April ~ three basic {;_lementj :

First, it

is'

bolL

~ fair~to

.

the American consumers

~Sr"'fkJ
and to the energy producers, and (ErovideS minimum

;-1-

disturbance ~our national econom~;
'-

~J ~-m~

c.r

(JOlt(

6{t_j

'
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Second, it~ designed to meet(!en~
important goals for energy conservation, to promote

a shift to more plentiful and permanent energy
supplies, and to encourage increased production of
energy in the United States; and

Third, it protecte9 our federal budget from any
heavy financial burden.

qv.a'/t~J
All of these ~asic element~ are very important.

During the next few weeks the Congress will
make a judgment on this (1mportany legislation.

I

will be working closely with them, ~nd you-- l:he
American people-are also deeply involved
decisions -

t

'4t

() F~uJ ()).) 1J ~ tf'k
~ W\11 ,-"' Vt> Ive_ lf tW> 1.t ffAJ
wil l

~(·us ~ !o~

W)/f iR

lf/..f/c/p .

id

,~!. ~5~-h d~
these

.
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This is not a test of strength between the
President and the Congress, nor between the House and
the Senate. What is being tested is the strength and
will of our nation -- whether we can acknowledge a
threat and meet a serious challenge together.

I believe that this country can meet any
challenge, but this is an exceptionally difficult
'·

one because the threat is not easy to see -- and the

~lv..--h'~

~ ubjec~

is neither simple nor politically popular.

I said six months ago that no one would be
completely satisfied with this national energy plan.
I have turned out to be right.

There is some part

of this complex legislation to which every region and
every interest group can object.

But a common

-

11 -

national sacrifice to meet this serious problem
should be shared by everyone -- a proof that the
plan is fair.

It is especially difficult to deal with
distant challenges.

A President is elected for

just four years, a Representative for two, and a
Senator for six.

It has always been easier to wait

until the next year or the nex t term of office -- to
avoid political risk.

But you did not choose me nor the members of
the House or Senate simply to fill an office.

The

Congress is acting courageously and well, and we
have formed a good partnership.

- llPr
This energy plan is a good insurance policy
for the future, in which relatively small premiums
we pay now will protect us in the years ahead.

This is an effort which will require vision
and cooperation from all of us.

I hope that each of

you will show your concern by taking steps in your
own private life to conserve our precious energy,
but ~lso by making sure that your elected officials
~s

at all levels of government know that you want

~

to act -- along with you -- to meet this serious
test of our nation's will.

The focus now is on the Congress, but the
test of our courage and commitment will continue,
in different forms and places, in the months and

.'
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years ahead.

It need not be unpleasant for any of

us to make a patriotic sacrifice for the well-being

I

and security of our nation.

!

1

r!

PRESIDENT CARTER, FINAL DRAFT
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More than six months ago, in April, I spoke
to you about the need for a national policy to deal
with our present and future energy problems, and the
nex t day I sent my proposals to the Congress.

The Congress has recognized the urgency of this
problem, and has come to grips with some of the most
complex and difficult decisions a legislative body has
u..J I

/-{_,,

1/
C

J'.''

_(r _I!.- -:2 ,_)

(~U/'-f c.-; '
Congressional work on the national energy plan

Y'.ov-1
has~reached

the· final stage.

Last week the Senate sent its version of the
legislation to the Eoa~ression~conference committees,
where members of the House and Senate will now resolve
differences between the bills they have passed.

There,

. . . . ..... ·

c::-__;, c
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This excessive importing of foreign oil is a
tremendous and rapidly increasing drain on our national
economy.

It hurts every American family.

It causes unemployment.

Every $5 billion in

extra oil imports costs us about 200,000 American jobs.

It costs us business investments.

Vast amounts

of American wealth no longer stay in the United

-J..

bu.,/d

lfU.r"'

~c.k;«-o a,v...d ~111-4-

WA

4

States~

/>.e..:JI..w f,

fc.)

but~

overseas to enrich other nations.
~ Wf1..11...l.:f-1t-1o~

M4.~

It

poj

t•'

,f.

~~ ~

i~grea•~8

A

-~

+- b~c~

our federal budget QQficita.

"Y\.--Ld~ rv·~

r .

~ ~

~

.

It unbalances our nation's trade with other
countries.

This year, primarily because of oil, our

imports will be at least $25 billion more than all
the American goods we sell overseas.

ev~ 4 1 1 1
It could, threaten the \!_ntnre] strength of the
dollar in world markets unless we act to stop this

- 4 -

drain on our nation's wealth.

be. (_a._ <..,L

L

f

e._

It pushes up international energy prices [ae
~
<L c c..JA . • u--<_.
I w-f aY .:, ' )
~ 0 ' { bf if"< L(,) ~ef ')J..;t_ {t', ·~ YVI..(2..i: ~,
I

SegiliS to o a Ls LL ip tlxe

dempRQ

WOJ;

ld ' s aeilii:y to

)ef t ou.A-'

It feeds ~e'.)ere] inflationary pressures in our
own economy.

=r+

-t!he excessive purchase of foreign

~t-dd

oil[~

ma..k. .ernak~

the very security of our nation increasingly

dependent on uncertain energy supplies.

Our national

security depends on more than our armed forces.

It

also rests on the strength of our economy, on our
national will, and on the ability of the United States
to carry out our foreign policy as a free and independent
nation.
at home.

America overseas is only as strong as America

-

5 -

The Secretary of Defense said recently, "The
present deficiency of assured energy sources is the

/

single surest threat . . . to our security and that
of our allies."

Christmas because of the paramount importance of
developing an effective energy plan this year.

- 6 -

As one of the world's largest producers of
coal and oil and gas, why do we have this problem
fo

/I'

~Wl..
First gf

ft'D 'f..._,..

a~lAthe

~+-

1!

price of all energy is going up

both because of its increasing scarcity and because

\fsQr9 is no fLee FRarJtot. syst.oFR ifi sot.t.iaEJ] the price
1

~

-.-1 0

of oilt'\

+

5 ~...+

\!its

ne-e uo :r: x"'....:J

,. . _

CA.

f/LU.

C:UV'- d

M,v-cz.

c.ov..._ fL

'vv' a

r k..c_ {

oil, t.l:l.Q free enterpd se system does

The world price is set

foreign cartel -- the

gov~rnrnents

~r~it.raril~by

a

of the so-called

lla--\-

OPEC nations.

~he wOLl~price is now almost five

times as great as it was in 1973.

p,.~' (...,__
~ ti@!

energy.

I

~~I

tS

simply use too much -- and waste too much -JS' w -a,..O
Our demand for oil is doubling every ,\~ · years.

Although all countries could be more efficient, we are
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.....

,_.

the worst offender.

Since the great price rise in

1973, the Japanese have cut their oil imports.

The

Germans, the French, the British, the Canadians, and
the Italians have all cut their oil imports.

Meanwhile,

although we have large petroleum supplies of our own,
we in the United States have increased our imports of
oil more than 40 percent!

This problem has come upon us suddenly.
~

J~ot

/~

years ago, when foreign oil was very cheap, we

imported just

2~

million barrels of oil a day - - about

20 percent of what we used.
about 30 percent.

By 1972 we were importing

This year, when foreign oil is very
Y\ eo.

(/'1 9

expensive, we are importingA~million barrels a day -almost one-half of all the oil we use!

Unless we act

quickly, imports will continue to go up, and all the
problems I have just described will grow even worse.

E!Jclrostatfc Copy Made
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1!he <Ollter nations of the world await opr t;;Jeei~ieas 'tviefi

There are three things we must do to avoid the
danger:

first, cut back on consumption; second, shift

away from oil and gas to other sources of energy; and,
third, encourage production of energy in the United
States.

These are the purposes of the new energy

legislation.

In order · to conserve energy, the Congress is
now acting to make our automobiles, homes, and
appliances more efficient, and to encourage industry
to save both~sael~ heat and electricity.

The Congressional conference

~

committees~~now

considering changes in how electric power rates are

~ ~

set in order to discourage waste, to reward those who

- 9 -

use less energy, and to encourage a change in the use
of electricity ~uri;g,g eaelot B:a~ to
is low.

() + ~ dct.y

hour~,when

demand

Another important question before Congress is

how to let the market price for domestic oil go up to
reflect the cost of replacing it, while at the same
time protecting American consumers and our economy.

I .I

=

We will use research and development projects,
tax incentives and penalties, and regulatory authority
to hasten the shift from oil and gas to coal,
.\o la:r•

windA~d r~

p•owl ~

geothermal, ~kale ei~ methane and other energy sources.

We have also proposed and Congress is acting
on incentives to encourage production of oil and gas
here in our own country.

This is where another major

controversy arises.

Electrostatic Copy Made
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p~

INSERT C

;r:e must face an unpleasant fact about energy prices.

They

are going up, whether we pass an energy program or not,
as fuel becomes scarcer and more expensive to produce.
The question is who should benefit from those rising

~

tJ

I (

t:Ll.r~ ~

prices~

~ c....J.vu. c{ •

~e f!:rnopo:!al:! i~tOur energy plan ~piH:lFej the ±ising p±ices]

0..4-f~

m

pr•\:C.O ~cl l"'t.L~
~
to the public, where they can stimulate

r •s,_,

aRa ±ela±ns.A ~

(V'Ot'&.

I

Ia..u-c.A~

'1 J

the economyAand create new jobs.
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It is important that we promote new oil and gas
discoveries and increased production with adequate
prices to the producers.

We have recommended that the price of new natural
gas be raised each year to the average price of domestic
oil that would produce the same amount of energy.
With this new policy, the gross income of gas producers
would averag about $2 billion per year more than at
the present price level.

New oil prices would also rise in three years
a..... lA-d +{;_a,__

to the present WOrld level G_,itll

+v

~ .L-!..p

U-p

iiiH

b._.._
J '..- ' r: ,.._r t?.... •.H '- . ·""j
aaai.Lional p:r: ice

w ' t-e....

iFlcroaso ~6 so aaaea ea:ch year fei] inflation.

This
&_ 'lf~

c. c...v-..""'\ 1 .~~
\ •"'
- . '-C<.. ,)
c.' , (
pr":o ~ u c. .f. 1 .-n-~ {.1.) 6V- f d
~oul.e so i::he hi~hes~ ~Fioe '@aie t.s an}' oil pzoatleeF~
1V\

in the world.
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These proposals would provide adequate incentives
for exploration and production of domestic oil and
gas, but some of the oil companies want much more -tens of billions of dollars more.

They want greatly

increased prices for "old" oil and gas -- energy
supplies which have already been discovered and are
being produced.

;- .~-

They want even higher prices than

those we have proposed for "new" gas and oil, and they
want the high prices sooner; they want lower taxes on
their profits, and they want government financing or
loans for energy production from a tax-supported energy
trust fund.

These are controversial questions, and the
Congressional debates are intense.

The political

pressures are great because the stakes are so high.
We should reward individuals and companies who discover

Tk~ w~.f.

oz

# 7o

dfiA-

f" c~

~/~~

_,

I~ ~c.J..,a ~
I

tJJ.~~4.

~ t.u-~~+- J..t<J~~

w~/

4,6ee-.

br-/
hou)

~fu~r

/j;r/
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and produce new oil and gas, but we must not give them
huge windfall profits on their existing wells at the
expense of the American people.

The energy proposal I made to Congress last April
has three basic elements to insure that it is well
balanced.

First, it is fair both to the American consumers
and to the energy producers, and it will disrupt our
national economy as little as possible;

Second, it is designed to meet our important
goals for energy conservation, promote a shift to
more plentiful and permanent energy supplies, and
encourage increased production of energy in the
United States; and

- 13 -

Third, it protects our federal budget from any

u" l"f..)...Jay. a.. bf.._
hgavy~financial

burden.

All Qf 'Eae:!e tnree q"tlali'Ei8a are wiry intpo± Lane.

During the next few weeks the Congress will
make a judgment on these vital questions.
working closely with them.

I will be

You -- the American

people -- are also deeply involved in these decisions.

This is not a contest of strength between the
President and the Congress, nor between the House and
the Senate.

What is being measured is the strength

and will of our nation -- whether we can acknowledge
a threat and meet a serious challenge together.

Electrostatic Copy Made
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Third, it protects our federal budget from any
Ut\ ~Oov\ 4..

b L._

h9a¥yAfinancial burden .

.'\11 of 'Eaese t}\ree EJl:ia1i1;;ig 'iii are

ugr~

impoL tant.

During the next few weeks the Congress will
make a judgment on these vital questions.
working closely with them.

I will be

You -- the American

people -- are also deeply involved in these decisions.

This is not a contest of strength between the
President and the Congress, nor between the House and
the Senate.

What is being measured is the strength

and will of our nation -- whether we can acknowledge
a threat and meet a serious challenge together.
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I am convinced that we can have enough energy
to permit the continued growth of our economy, the
expansion of production and jobs, and to protect the
security of the United States-

at

WA-

~c.f c,cJdc../'1·

I believe that this country can meet any
challenge, but this is an exceptionally difficult
one because the threat is not easy to see -- and the
solution is neither simple nor politically popular.

I said six months ago that no one would be
completely satisfied with this national energy plan.
That prediction has turned out to be right.

There

is some part of this complex legislation to which
every region and every interest group can object.
But a common national sacrifice to meet this serious
problem should be shared by everyone -- a proof that
the plan is fair.

Many groups have risen to the

- 15 -

.. -. ~ ;,.6<,.-ft1
challenge, but there are still some who seek personal
1\

gain over the national interest.

It is also especially difficult to deal with
long range future challenges.

A President is elected

for just four years, a Senator for six, and

#;

"u""

Representatives in Congress ~grveti} for only two
years.

It has always been easier to wait until

the next year or the next term of office -- to avoid
political risk.

But you do not choose your elected officials
simply to fill an office.

The Congress is facing

very difficult decisions, and we have formed a good
Jjt

partnership.

All of

*

fn'VlA1.~ f

us~need

*

your help.

*
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This energy plan is a good insurance policy
for the future, in which relatively small premiums
we pay today will protect us in the years ahead.
-}o

J IU-(

)l-1 ,

If

'!!z

we fail to act boldly \jloif, then we will 1\ see-n face a

This is an effort which requires vision and
cooperation from all Americans.

I hope that each of

you will take steps to conserve our precious energy,
and also join with your elected officials at all levels
of government to meet this(~re•~ test of our nation's
judgment and will.

These are serious problems, and this has been
a serious talk.

But our energy plan also reflects

the optimism I feel about our ability to deal with
these problems.

The story of the human race is one of

adapting to changing circumstances.

The history of our

nation is one of meeting challenges, and overcoming

- 17 -

~6V /~tr"h~
them.

This energ:y
11

pl~Ht

is a necessary first step

on that long road.

I hope that perhaps one hundred years from
now the change to permanent energy sources will have
been made, and our nation's concern about energy will
be over.

But we can make that transition smoothly

for our country and for our children and grandchildren -only if we take careful steps now to prepare ourselves
for the future.

During the next few weeks attention will be
focused on the Congress, but the proving of our
courage and commitment will continue, in different
forms and places, in the months and years and
generations ahead.

@ we

wort<: together, 1t need nul -be

very-4lifpleasant for any of us to make a
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More than six months ago, in April, I spoke
to you about the need for a national policy to deal
with our present and future energy problems, and the
next day I sent my proposals to the Congress.

Perhaps as never before in peacetime, our
nation is being tested.

We are now on the eve of

decision, when we will discover what the outcome of
test will be.

Congressional work on the national energy plan
has reached the final stage.

Last week the Senate sent its version of the
legislation to the Congressional conference committees,
where members of the House and Senate will now resolve
differences between the bills they have passed.

There,
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More than six months ago, in April, I spoke
to y ou about the need for a national policy to deal
with our present and future energy problems, and the
~

next day I sent my proposals to the Congress.

1-;.?>
~~~

Tonight, at this crucial time, I want to

emphasize why it is so important that we have an
energy plan, and what we will risk as a nation if we
are timid, or reluctant to face this challenge.
It is crucial that you understand how serious this
challenge is.

With every passing month, our energy problems
have grown worse. &ore Afftetican
tl)..Q-- speed liffii.';J

drive:r~

are breakisg-

This summer we used more oil and

gasoline than ever before in our history.

More of

our oil is corning from foreign countries.

Just since

11/8/77

~)@
~

~

A few weeks ago in Detroit an unemployed steelworker
told me something that may reflect the feelings of many of
you.

"Mr. President," he said, "I don't feel much like talk-

ing about energy and foreign policy.

::

I am concerned about

how I am going to live . . . • I can't be too concerned about
/d '1""' rl'tl
other things when I have a~daughter to raise and I don't have
a job, and I am 56 years ole'! " -- ---- --- ·The choices facing the Congress are not easy.

-

For

them to pass an effective and fair plan, they will need your
support aRd und~;tanding -- your support to resist pressures

,;;~

{to

A

t Q..4,.o)

i :Reltlde in the plai£} special favors

~r a fo~ at the expense

of the rest of us and your understanding that there can be no

---

effective plan without some sacrifice from all of us.

ajor

out energy
re enough jo
cw~c-(;U.
~~~r/-~-e-~~~mltr.l~ for the

for our peopl
~,-,._d.-.t- ~·

emainder of th ·
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Perhaps as never before in peacetime, our
nation is being tested.

We are now on the eve of

decision, when we will discover what the outcome of
that test will be.

~

C!.~t.L~S>I~ {A.)crvk
1\.t.Ae..L...cl

~

.p, ~ A.ll

(7V\,

~ ~~ ~ ~~) ~

s ~pc.. '
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Last week the Senate eemple ted its wad:: on eft€

JaraA~~
e.liH3lf~i'l\ ~

,/-r v'vr1~ 'l ~ /Af'"J'~h'- -/- ~

-awcrsent"'oo:Wi. tM

,a

Congressional conference

committe~ where members of the House and Senate will
now resolve differences between the bills they have
passed.

There, in the next few weeks, the strength and

courage of our political system will be proven.

*

*

*
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April our oil imports have cost us $23 billion --

~
~~

$400 worth of foreign oil for every family in

the United States.

~any American

'11 do not understand the

problem.

J..cJu•k
Let me try to ~QZl:S\:!1!?9 the size and effect of
the problem:

our farmers are the greatest agricultural

exporters the world has ever known, but it now takes
all the food ~a fee~ and fiber that we can export in

'l

I

*""1 trY' 1-4- fl

two years to pay for just one year(i iWJ?Qa;tli
about $45 billion!
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Memo for the President
From Jim Fallows
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With respect, I have to say that I liked this better before.
It seems to me that, as the speech has been condensed, it has
become too abrupt and has lost some of the narrative pace. I
have talked with Jody about this and he agrees. The place where
I feel that most acutely is in the first two or three pages.
In this latest version, they do not answer the listener's most
important question--why you are talking to the people now.
I am afraid that, as people hear the first third of this
speech, the y will think it's just the same old stuff all over
again. I hope you will consider replacing the second and
third paragraphs on page one of this draft with the sections
I have marked A, B, C, and D from pages 1-3 of the previous
draft. They would add little in length, but would make these
points:
things are getting worse;
Congress is about to make its choice;
I'm going to talk to you about that choice,
and about the stakes that are involved for all of us.
You may not like the language from the previous draft;
my point is simply that you have to tell the audience why,
for the first time· since April, you're coming on the air
now.
I have marked stylistic suggestions on the text. Apart from
them, there are two other general comments I would like to make:
first, it seems to me that the section about the freemarket system is out of place where it now appears, on page
3. Don't we really want to use that point to bolster our
argument about how far oil and gas prices should rise? (That
is: the prices are not set by the market, governments everywhere take control of them, our government has a responsibility to do that too, in our people's interest.) I realize
there is one drawback to moving it to page 7, as I have marked.
If we are saying that the world price is arbitrarily set,
people may wonder why we're letting domestic oil rise to
that level. But I think that the general tone of that paragraph--about giving them decent incentives--overcomes that
awkwardness.
second, I think we have to offer people a ray of hope
somewhere on the horizon. We have had the moral equivalent
o f wa r wi thout the moral equivalent of the hope of victory.

2

The reason I put the paragraph marked E on page 16 ~ tl.fU
the previous draft was my personal belief that this, too,
will pass. When we have to solve it, we will, as our
ancestors solved problems before. I don't mean to suggest
that we should advertise an easy technical solution; but
if the argument we're making is only that people should
suffer now so they'll suffer a little bit less later on,
some people will wonder why they should bother. There is
a proud tradition in our country of coping, of devising
new solutions, of thinking of things that had not been
considered before, and I wish we could appeal to that
more than we've been doing so far.
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Energy Address
Good evening.

More than six months ago, in April, I spoke with you
about the need to solve our nation's energy problems.
In those six months, our energy problems have grown
worse.

This summer, we used more oil and gasoline than

ever before in our history.

Since last April, we have spent

$23 billion for imported oil-- nearly

lf"'' I-e. d

~ e.J&tr'f

$50~~

family~•~

S tQ. +e.s

But we have also moved closer to a solution in the
last si x months.
National Energy

The Congress has been working on the

Pla~ which I proposed.~ome

people have

described their debate as a test of strength between me
and the Congress, or a contest between the Senate and the
House of Representatives.
But that is not what the energy debate is about.

5tr-itt.. _.
What is being tested is our" ~ommoxj' will as a people, and
the ability of our democracy to meet a challenge before it

kc.~s

a..

~.·~,s ~

-2overwhelms us.

What is at stake is our continued ability

to act independently as a nation -- in conducting our
foreign affairs, in maintaining the strength of our economy,
in providing a decent life for all our people.
We are now on the eve of decision, when we will

,..

~~

discover what the outcome of that test will be.

This week
.A

the Senate completed its work on the energy plan and sent
it to the Conference Committee, where members from both
the Senate and the House of Representatives will resolve
differences between.the bills they have passed.

There, in

c.{ fe.~+Jv4U\e.) \

the next few weeks, the ~trength and courag~ of our
political institutions will be put to the test.
I want to talk with you, at this crucial point, to
emphasize why it is so important that we have the national
energy plan, and what we will risk if we are timid in our
response.
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Our most obvious energy problem is that we are using

~d pta.f'-1-: , . . . lta.f' ly
scarce fuels '"(:;uch as] oil and natural gas, faster than we
can possibly find

them.~At

current rates of consumption,

the earth's supplies of petroleum may run out within a
few decades.
is a danger -- a very real one -- for the future.

1f But
now.

there is an equally serious problem that affects us
That is the damage our dependence on imported oil is

doing, every day, to our economy, our national security,
and our relations with our allies.
Ten years ago we wouldn't have had to worry about
paying for imported oil.

But by 1972 we were importing

more than a fifth of our oil.
than a third.
oil we use --

In 1973, we imported more

This year we are importing nearly half the
barrels each day,

each year.

These heavy imports affect our national security and
our freedom of action in international affairs, since they

-4could easily be interrupted during a dispute or war --

/t.A. ...J~."'~r~,
;+ ~· ~ ,,CIA

even a war in which we were not involved.

A~

could be

used as a political blackjack against this country and its
friends.

That has already happened once, in 1973.

We

can't let it happen again.
In time of emergency, not even our military forces
could guarantee that we would continue to receive our
shipments of oil.

Suddenly cutting off millions of barrels

of imports would wrench our society more severely than
anything we have experienced in a generation.

The gasoline

lines of 1973 would seem mild by comparison, because now
we depend more heavily on foreign oil.
Our military forces depend on oil, and their security
is threatened because we do not have an adequate strategic
reserve of oil.

But our national security depends on more

than our armed forces.

It also rests on our economic strength,
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-5and our leadership in facing international problems -both of which are hurt by our dependence on foreign oil.
That is why the Secretary of Defense said last week that
"the present deficiency of assured energy sources is
the single surest threat .•. to our security and that of
our allies."
Most of our allies have begun to act.

Between 1973

and 1976, when our imports went up by 50 per cent, Italy,
Germany, France, Great Britain, and Japan all cut their
imports.

They are looking to us to do our part -- and

the oil producers are too, because they do not want to see
their resources used up in a few decades.
Even while the supplies are available, they cost
more than our economy can afford.

The sudden rise in oil

prices in 1973 was the main cause of the worst recession since
the Great Depression -- a recession that has cost every person
in our country $2000 in lost economic output.

-6-

This year we will spend $45 billion to buy imported
oil.

That is 25 per cent more than last year, and it comes

to nearly $1000 for a family of four.

Unless we act

quickly, we will spend even more next year, and more
the year after that.

We could be spending more than twice

as much -- $100 billion - -

for imported oil by 1985, unless

we act now.
Every part of the American economy suffers when we
send so much money overseas for oil.
It is money we can't spend for new clothing, better
housing, education for our children.

You know what I mean

each time you see your utility bills.
It is money we can't spend here, to stimulate our
economy and create new jobs for our people. (:ach year we
lose 200,000 more American jobs, and $10 billion in national
output, because of rising imports of

oil~

We are sending

jobs abroad each time we buy another barrel of foreign oil.

-7It is money our businessmen can't invest, to produce
new goods and provide more jobs.
It makes both of our major economic problems -inflation and unemployment -- far more difficult to solve,
and if it continues it may threaten the strength of the
dollar.
We have had record trade deficits in the last few
months.

The main reason is our rising demand for oil.

We will

have a $15 billion balance of payments deficit this year;
but if we were only spending as much this year for oil
as we did in 1973, we'd have a $20 billion surplus instead.
Our farmers are the greatest agricultural exporters the
world has ever seen.

But it takes two years of farm exports

to pay for one year's imports of oil.
As long as our demand for oil keeps rising, the most
basic decisions about our economic health will be taken
out of our hands.

We will sacrifice our economic sovereignty

-8-

as a nation.

This is not something we have to worry

about in our children's time, or our grandchildren's.
It is a danger we face right now.
And it is one of many dangers that will grow worse
the longer we put off dealing with it.
I said last April that we face a choice -- between
taking balanced gradual steps now, while our energy problems
are in a relatively early stage -- or waiting until later,
when we are forced to act in an atmosphere of crisis.
We have put off facing this problem for many years.
We could put it off a little longer.

But I want to tell

you what that choice would mean.
Without a plan that makes energy supplies dependable,
at a predictable price, businessmen will delay investments.
That will mean fewer jobs, lower output, and greater
pressure for inflation.

- 9-

Our oil imports would continue to rise, and each year
more and more of our money and our jobs would be drained
off overseas.
Our heavy imports would push the price of oil up
and up.
Ten years from now, we would not be able to avoid
the problem any longer.

World oil supplies would become

tight, and we would be the only country not prepared for it.
Prices would soar, as everyone scrambled for scarce
supplies.
In the rush to produce more energy, we would feel
great pressure to throw aside every environmental safeguard
on the production and use of coal, nuclear power, and
other energy sources.
In a crisis atmosphere, the government would be forced
( to take crisis steps

massive regulation, new bureaucracies,

-10interference in decisions that should be private.
Plants and industries would not be prepared to operate
with less energy, or to shift to new sources.

They would

shut down and lay off their workers, rather than keeping
people on the job.
We would survive that crisis.

But the transition

would be much more painful than if we take limited, balanced
steps -- beginning now.
In the next few days, the Congress will decide whether
we will begin.

They will decide when they vote on five

of the most important parts of our energy plan.
The first two are the pricing provisions for oil and
natural gas.

Their purpose is to make the price of fuel

reflect its true scarcity.

I

The price of energy is going up.
of us can do about that.

There is nothing any

And we are only cheating ourselves

-11-

if we make scarce resources artificially cheap and use
more than we can afford.
But we have to face a special fact about oil and gas
prices, and oil and gas companies.
of the free market system.

They are not part

Their prices rise and fall not

because of competition, but because foreign governments
set them.

Our government has a responsibility to use

its influence too, to protect the people of our nation.
The two questions about price are whether the rise

.

can be moderated, and where that money should go -- to
the producers, as windfall profits, or back to consumers.
Our oil pricing provision has a system for returning most
of the money to consumers, where it can stimulate the
economy and create new jobs.
As for natural gas, our plan sets a price that gives
producers a fair incentive.

But it does not offer windfall

-12-

profits for them, either -- which is what they would get
if we took all controls off the price of natural gas.
Right now, even without the incentives in our
energy plan, the profit level in exploration and production

CA-b I?~/of natural gas

is~30

per cent.

There are not many other

businesses where investors can earn 30 cents on each
dollar they invest.

Gas producers are so eager to drill

wells now that there is an eight-month waiting list for
drilling rigs.

Our plan gives the industry all the

incentives it needs.
The Conference Committee is now making its choice,
between our plan, and taking controls off gas prices
altogether.

There's very little difference in how much

gas the two plans would produce.

The difference is that

total deregulation would cost consumers an extra $70 billion
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for every family in

-- that is $

our nation.
The third issue Congress must decide is whether we
will save our oil and natural gas for the uses where they
are most valuable -- for use by farmers, in trucks and
railroads, for heating our homes.

I

When factories and utilities can burn coal -- which
is abundant -- instead of scarce oil and natural gas,
they should switch to coal -- and our plan encourages them
to do that, in an environmentally-safe way.

The Conference

Committee is now making its choice, between the Senate's
proposal, which would conserve modest amounts of oil
and natural gas, and the proposal from the House, which
would save 70 per cent more.
The fourth and fifth issues the Congress is deciding
are designed to prevent waste.

When countries like Germany

-14-

and Sweden can maintain standards of living equivalent
to ours, while using a little more than half as much
energy per person, that is a sign that we can do more to
conserve in every part of our lives.
One way to conserve is a tax on gas-guzzling cars.
Those who choose to drive these unnecessarily wasteful
cars should pay for the privilege.
The other is a reform of our utility rates system,
so that families and small users of electricity do not
subsidize large, wasteful users.

Again, the Conference

Committee is now making its choice on these two issues
between the Senate proposals, which would reduce imports
by 200,000 barrels a day, and the proposals from the
House, which would save nearly twice as much oil.
There are elements I like, and don't like, in the
versions of our energy plan passed by the Senate and the

-15House.

There are three tests I will apply to the final

version, now being decided on in the Conference
Committee, to determine whether it is in our best
national interest -- and whether I should sign it.
First, it must protect our consumers, giving
producers fair incentives but no windfall profits.
Second, it must come close to meeting our conservation
goals, especially in reducing imports.
Third, it must not place a heavy burden on the federal
budget.

I am deeply concerned that the tax credits proposed

by the Senate would cost $34 billion more than the version
proposed by the House of Representatives.
These are serious problems, and this has been a serious
talk.

But our energy plan also reflects the optimism I

feel about our ability to deal with our problems.

The

story of the human race is of adapting to changed circum-

-16stances.

The story of our nation is the story of

meeting challenges, and overcoming them.

This plan is

a first step on that road.
I hope that, one hundred years from now, when
the transition to permanent energy sources has been made,
our concerns about energy will seem exaggerated.

But we

can make that transition smoothly only if we take careful
steps to prepare ourselves now, such as the ones the
Congress is now deciding on in our plan.
I said six months ago that no one would be completely
satisfied with this plan.

I have turned out to be right.

There is some part of the plan which every region, every
interest group, every business in our country can object
to.

But if we are afraid of asking sacrifices from any

interest group, we simply cannot have an effective policy.

-17Many times in our history, people have said that
our government is incapable of dealing with distant
challenges, like that which energy presents now.

A

President is elected for only four years; a Representative
for two; a Senator for six.

If all they cared out was

winning the next election, they would resist facing solutions
that meant small sacrifices in the short run, and large
benefits later on.
But I think it is too pessimistic to conclude that
our government cannot look ahead.

You did not choose me,

and youdid not choose the members of the House and Senate,
simply to fill an office.
for our future as a people.
will now make.

We ran because we wanted to plan
That is the choice the Congress

Our energy plan is an insurance policy for

our national future, in which the premiums we pay now will
protect us in the years ahead.

-18-

This is an effort which will require cooperation,
sacrifice, and most of all vision from all of us.

I

hope every one of you will show your concern -- not only
by taking steps, in your private lives, to conserve our
precious energy, but also by making sure your representatives
at every level of government know you want them to act.
The focus is now on the Congress -- but the test of our
courage and foresight will continue, in different forms
and places, in the months and years ahead.
I promise you my best efforts, and I thank you for
yours.

#
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Energy Address
Good evening.
More than

s~~
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months ago, in

solve o

I spoke with you

nation's

ener~s.

In those six months, our energy problems have grown

worse.

This summer, we used more oil and gasoline than

ever before in our history.

Since last April, we have spent

£~
$23 billion for imported oil -- nearly $~per family.
But we have also moved closer to a solution in the
last six months.

The Congress has been working on the

National Energy Plan which I proposed.
described their debate as a test of s

Some people have
ength between

and the Congress, or a contest
House of Representative .

But that

/
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the energy

deb~

e is about.
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What is be' g tested is our common wYll as a people, and
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the

/

ility of our democracy to m~ et a challenge before i t
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-2overwhelms us.

What is

in conducting our ~
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to act independently
foreign
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in maintaining

economy,

a decent life for al
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We are now on the eve of decision, when we will

Lui-discover what the outcome of that test will be.

~

week

the Senate completed its work on the energy plan and sent
it to the Conference Committee, where members from both
the Senate and the House of Representatives will resolve
differences between the bills they have passed.

T~ere,

in

the next few weeks, the strength and courage of our
political institutions will be put to the test.
I want to talk with you, at this crucial point, to
emphasize why it is so important that we have the national
energy plan, and what we will risk if we are timid in our
response.
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Our most obvious energy problem is t hat we are using

scarce fuels , such as oil and natural gas, faster than we
can possibly find them.

At eMrrent rates of consumption,

th~arth's supp~ of petroleum may r~ out with~
/ew decades.
T'I'iat is a danger -- a very

real

one

is an equally serious problem that affects us
now.

®

That is the damage our depende nce on imported oil is

doing, every day, to our economy, o u r nati o nal securit y ,
and our relati ons with our allies.
Ten years ago we wouldn ' t have had to worry about
paying for imported oil.

But by 1972 we were importing

more than a fifth of our oil .
than a third.
oil we use --

In 1973, we imported more

This year we are importing nearly half the
barrels each day,

each year.

These heavy imports affect our national security and
our freedom of action in international affairs, since they

-4could easily be i nterrupted during a dispute or war -even a war in which we were not involved.

Oil could be

used as a political blackjack against this country and its
friends.

That has already happened once, in 1973.

We

can't let it happen again.
In time of emergency, not even our military forc es
could guarantee that we would continue to receive our
shipments of. oil.

Sudde nly cutting off mi ll ions of barrels

of imports would wrench our society more severely than
anything we have experienced in a generation.

The gasoline

lines of 1973 would seem mild by comparison, because now
we depend more heavily on foreign oil.
Our military forces depend on oil, and their security
is threatened because we do not have an adequate strategic
reserve of oil.

But our national security depends on more

than our armed forces.

It also rests on our economic strength,

-5and our leadership in facing international problems -both of which are hurt by our dependence on foreign oil.
That is why the Secretary of Defense said last week that
"the present deficiency of assured ene r gy sources is
the single surest threat .•. to our security and that of
our allies."
Most of our allies have begun to act.

Between 1973

and 1976, when our imports went up by 5 0 per cent, Italy,
Germany, France, Great Britain, and Japan all cut their
imports.

They are looking to us to do our part -- and

the oil producers are too, because they do not want to see
their resources used up in a few decades.
Even while the supplies are available, they cost
more than our economy can afford.

The sudden rise in oil

prices in 1973 was the main cause of the worst recession since
the Great Depression -- a recession that has cost every person
in our country $2000 in lost economic output.

-6-

This year we will spend $45 billion to buy imported
oil.

That is 25 per cent more than last year, and it comes

to nearly $1000 for a family of four.

Unless we act

quickly, we will spend even more next year, and more
the year after that.

We could be spending more than twice

as much -- $100 bill ion -- for imported oil by 1985, unless
we act now.
Every part of the Amer ican economy suffers when we
- send so much money o ve r seas for oil.
It is money we can't spend for new cloth ing, better
housing, education for our children.

You know what I mean

each time you see your utility bills.
It is money we can't spend here, to stimulate our
economy and create new jobs for our people.

Each year we

lose 200,000 more American jobs, and $10 billion in national
output, because of rising imports of oil.

We are sending

jobs abroad each time we buy another barrel of foreign oil.

-7It is money our businessmen can't invest, to produce
new goods and provide more jobs .
It makes both of our major economic problems -inflation and unemployment - - far more difficult to solve,
and if it continues it may threaten the strength of the
dollar .
We have had record trade deficit s in the last few
months .

The main reason is our ris i n g demand f or oil .

have a $15 b il lion balance of pay ment s defi cit

We will

thi s y e a r;

but if we were only spend i ng as much thi s yea r for oil
as we did in 1973, we'd have a $20 billion surplus instead.
Our farmers are the greatest agricultural exporters the
world has ever seen.

But it takes two years of farm exports

to pay for one year's imports of oil.
As long as our demand for oil keeps rising, the most
basic decisions about our economic health will be taken
out of our hands.

We will sacrifice our economic sovereignty
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as a nation.

This is not something we have to worry

about in our children's time, or our grandchildren's.
It is a danger we face right now.
And it is one of many dangers that will grow worse
the longer we put off dealing with it .
I said last April that we face a choice - - between
taking balanced gradual steps now, while our energy proble ms
are in a relatively early stage - - or waiting until later,
when we are forced to act in an atmosphere of crisis.
We have put off facing this problem for many years.
We could put it off a little longer.

But I want to tell

you what that choice would mean.
Without a plan that makes energy supplies dependable,
at a predictable price, businessmen will delay investments.
That will mean fewer jobs, lower output, and greater
pressure for inflation.

-9-

Our oil imports would continue to rise, and each year
more and more of our money and our jobs would be drained
off overseas.
Our heavy imports would push the price of oil up
and up.
Ten years from now, we would not be able to avoid
the problem any longer.

World oil supplies would become

tight, and we would be the only co u nt ry not prepared fo r it.
Prices would soar, as everyone scrambled for scarce
supplies.
In the rush to produce more energy, we would feel
great pressure to throw aside every environmental safeguard
on the production and use of coal, nuclear power, and
other energy sources.
In a crisis atmosphere, the government would be forced
to take crisis steps -- massive regulation, new bureaucracies,

-1 0interference in decisions that should be private.
Plants and industries would not be prepared to operate
with less energy, or to shift to new sources.

They would

shut down and lay off their workers, rather than keeping
people on the job.
We would survive that crisis.

But the transition

would be much more painful than if we take limi ted, balanced
steps -- beginning now.
In the next few days, the Congress will decide whether
we will begin.

They will decide when they vote on five

of the most important parts of our energy plan.
The first two are the pricing provisions for oil and
natural gas.

Their purpose is to make the price of fuel

reflect its true scarcity.
The price of energy is going up.
of us can do about that.

There is nothing any

And we are only cheating ourselves

-11-

if we make scarce resources artificially cheap and use
more than we can afford.
But we have to face a special fact about oil and gas
prices, and oil and gas companies.
of the free market system.

They are not part

Their prices rise and fall no t

because of competition, but because fo reign governments
set them.

Our government has a responsibility to use

its influence too, to protect the people of our nation .
The two questions about price are whether the rise
can be moderated, and where that money should go -- to
the producers, as windfall profits, or back to consumers.
Our oil pricing provision has a system for returning most
of the money to consumers, where it can stimulate the
economy and create new jobs.
As for natural gas, our plan sets a price that gives
producers a fair incentive.

But it do es not offer windfall

-12 profits for them, either -- which

~s

what they would get

if we took all controls off the price of natural gas.
Right now, even without the incentives in our
energy plan, the profit level in exploration and production
of natural gas is 30 per cent.

There are not many other

businesses where investors can earn 30 cents on each
dollar they invest.

Gas producers are so eager to drill

wells now that there is an eight-month waiting list f or
drilling rigs.

Our plan gives the industry all t he

incentives it needs .
The Conference Committee is now making its choice,
between our plan, and taking controls off gas prices
altogether.

There's very little difference in how much

gas the two plans would produce.

The difference is that

total deregulation would cost consumers an extra $70 billion

-13by 19

-- that is $

for every family in

our nation.
The third issue Congress must decide is whether we
will save our oil and natural gas for the uses where they
are most valuable -- for use by fa r me r s , in trucks a nd
railroads, for heating our homes.
When factories and ut i lities can b urn c oal -- whi c h
is abundant -- instead o f sca rce o i l and n atu r al gas ,
they should switch to coal -- and our plan encourages them
to do that, in an environmentally-safe way.

The Conference

Committee is now making its choice, between the Senate's
proposal, which would conserve modest amounts of oil
and natural gas, and the proposal from the House, which
would save 70 per cent more.
The fourth and fifth issues the Congress is deciding
are designed to prevent waste.

When countries like Germany

-14-

and Sweden can maintain standards of living equivalent
to ours, while using a little more than half as much
energy per person, that is a sign that we can do more to
conserve in every part of our lives.
One way to conserve is a tax on gas-guzzling cars.
Those who choose to drive these unneces sarily wasteful
cars should pay for the privilege .
The othe r is a reform of our utili ty rates system,
so that families and small users o f electricity do not
subsidize large, wasteful users.

Again, the Conference

Committee is now making its choice on these two issues
between the Senate proposals, which would reduce imports
by 200,000 barrels a day, and the proposals from the
House, which would save nearly twice as much oil.
There are elements I like, and don't like, in the
versions of our energy plan passed by the Senate and the

-15House.

There are three tests I will apply to the final

version, now being decided on in the Conference
Committee, to determine whether it is in our best
national interest -- and whether I should sign it.
First, i t must protect our consumers, giving
producers fair incentives but no windfall profits.
Second, it must come close to meeting our conservation
goals, espec ially in reducing imports.
Third, it must not place a heavy burden on the federal
budget.

I am deeply concerned that the tax credits proposed

by the Senate would cost $34 billion more than the version
proposed by the House of Representatives.
These are serious problems, and this has been a serious
talk.

But our energy plan also reflects t he optimi sm I

feel about our ability to deal with our problems.

The

story of the human race is of adapting to changed circum-

..
-16-

stances.

The story of our nation is the story of

meeting challenges, and overcoming them.

This plan is

·a first step on that road.

~~~--I

hope

that,~red
years
,.,

from now, when

the transition to permanent energy sources has been made,
our concerns about energy will seem exaggerated.

But we

can make that transition smoothly only if we take careful
steps to prepare ourselves now,
eengress

i~

new

deciain~

~ucQ

iS

the ones tae

on in etlr plan.

I said six months ago that no one would be completely
satisfied with this plan.

I have turned out to be right.

There is some part of the plan which every region, every
interest group, every business in our country can object
to.

But if we are afraid of asking sacrifices from any

interest group, we simply cannot have an effective policy.
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-17Many times in our history, people have said that
our government is incapable of dealing with distant
challenges, like that which energy presents now.

A

President is elected for only four years; a Representative
for two; a Senator for six.

If all they cared out was

winning the next election, they would resist facing solutions
that meant small sacrifices in the short run, and large
benefits later on.
But I think it is too pessimistic to conclude that
our government cannot look ahead.

You did not choose me,

and youdid not choose the members of the House and Senate,
simply to fill an office.
for our future as a people.
will now make.

We ran because we wanted to plan
That is the choice the Congress

Our energy plan is an insurance policy for

our national future, in which the premiums we pay now will
protect us in the years ahead.

-18This is an effort which will require cooperation,
sacrifice, and most of all vision from all of us.

I

hope every one of you will show your concern -- not only
by taking steps, in your private lives, to conserve our
precious energy, but also by making sure your representatives
at every level of government know you want them to act.
The focus is now on the Congress -- but the test of our
courage and foresight will continue, in different forms
and places, in the months and years ahead.
I promise you my best efforts, and I thank you for
yours.
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More than six months ago,
with you about the need to establish a new and
comprehensive national energy policy in order to

~
so~

~

~

our present and future energy problems.

The Congress has been hard at work and a great
deal of progress has been made, but in the meantime
the energy situation has grown worse.

This summer, we used more oil and gasoline

/
than ever before in history.

About 8 million barrels
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a day was produced in America, but since April our
oil imports from foreign countries have cost
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$23 billion -- abo'rt
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worth of oil for every

family in the United States!
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- 2 We know that our farmers are the greatest
agricultural exporters the world has ever seen, but
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it takes two years of farm exports to pay for one
..,/'

year's imports of oil -- about $45 billion!

This

excessive importing of oil is a tremendous and
rapidly increasing drain on our national economy.
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It costs us jobs

.
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It costs us business investments.
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It creates record trade deficits

this year
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&c,o-e-v' f J. ,sabout $3-G billion.
It weakens the dollar in world markets.
It tends to push up the international price
of oil with too much demand for limited supplies.
It creates severe inflationary pressures.
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It makes the very security of our nation
increasingly dependent on uncertain foreign oil
supplies.

The Secretary of Defense said recently,

"The present deficiency of assured energy sources is
the single surest threat

. to our security and that

of our allies."

Although the price of all energy is going up
because of its increasing

sca~city,

there is no free

market system in setting the price of oil.

In all

producing countries the governments set the price of
domestic oil, and the world price is set arbitrarily
by the governments of the OPEC nations.

The world

/
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price is now

A

times as great as it was in 1973.

As one of the world's largest producers of energy,
why do we have this problem?
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Now, we simply use too much -- and waste too
much -- energy.

Although all countries are involved,

we are the worst offender.

Since the great price rise

__..in 1973, the Japanese have cut their oil imports.
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The Germans, the French, the

British,~and

../

./

the Italians

Meanwhile, we in the

have all cut their oil imports.

United States have increased our imports of oil more

10

than

~percent!
This is .a recent problem.
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This year we will import
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about one- half of all the oil we use.

There are three things we must do:

cut back

on consumption; shift away from oil and gas to other
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Another important question now being resolved by
Congress is what to do about the price of oil.

We are the

· •

only country in the world that keeps the price of petroleum
below what it costs us to import oil or to find new domestic
resources.

And so we subsidize wasteful uses.

You pay less

for a gallon of gas or heating oil that it costs the nation
to replace what you have used.
So I proposed to Congress that domestic oil prices be
raised to equal replacement costs.

For every barrel of oil

newly discovered, the oil producer gets the higher price, as
an incentive for discovery.

But on old oil, from wells

already in existence, that money will flow to the
through a wellhead tax.

u.s.

Treasury,

And so we get the price of oil up

to its replacement value to encourage conservation; we give
producers ample incentives to find new oil; but we avoid
handing a huge windfall to those who own oil wells already
drilled.

Conservation; production incentives; and fairness

are the objectives we tried to reach.

".
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sources of energy; and enc?urage production in the
United States.

These are the purposes of the new

energy legislation.

In order to conserve energy, the Congress has
moved boldly to increase the efficiency of automobiles,
homes and other buildings, appliances, and to encourage
industry to save both usable heat and electricity.

In a joint

I

Ho~se

and Senate Conference ;the

Congress is now considering mandatory changes in setting
electric power rates in order to discourage waste,
I

to reward those who use lower amounts of energy, and
to enco\)'rage the use of electricity during hours when
it is most readily availaple.
is how to
for domestic oil move up to
maximum
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fairne~to

consumers and the

l~damag~our

eco~y.
Conversion to coal, wind and geothermal,
shale oil, methane and other energy supplies will
also be encouraged by the new legislation.

Research

and development projects, tax incentives and penalties,
and regulatory authority will be used to shift away
from unnecessary use of increasingly scarce oil and
natural gas.

We have also proposed and Congress is acting on
incentives to encourage production of oil and gas
in our own country.

This is where the major

controversy arises.

It is important that new oil and gas
discoveries and increased production be encouraged

- 7 -

with adequate prices to the producers.

We have

recommended that new natural gas be priced each year
the same as the average price of domestic oil needed
to produce an equal amount of energy.

This price would

give the gas producers an average increase of about

.•.

~~ per~above

the p/sent price level .

New oil prices would rise in three years to the
present world price, with an annual addition to be
added for inflation.

This would be the highest

price to oil producers in the world.

This would, in

my opinion, provide adequate incentives for
exploration and production of domestic oil and gas.

The oil companies want much more -- tens of
billions of dollars more.

They want greatly increased

prices for "old" oil and gas -- energy supplies
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We must reward individuals and companies handsomely for
discouraging and producing new oil and gas.

But we

~~

must ~ give

them huge windfalls on their existing wells at the expense
of the American people.
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already discovered and being produced.

They want

earlier and higher prices for "new" gas and oil,
lower taxes on their profits, and government funding
for energy production from a tax-financed energy
trust fund.

The political pressures are great because the
stakes are so high.

We eti'B~e co e±Ty ±>ewauiJ:

the oil

The energy proposal I made to Congress last

lvs.. s

April~

three basic elements:

First, it

is·

~

fair to the American consumers

and to the energy producers, and provideS minimum
disturbance to our national economy;
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Second, it

IS

~

designed to meet ten

important goals for energy conservation, to promote
a shift to more plentiful and permanent energy
supplies, and to encourage increased production of
energy in the United States; and

Third, it protecte4 our federal budget from any
heavy financial burden.

All of these basic elements are very important.

During the next few weeks the Congress will
make a judgment on this important legislation.

I

will be working closely with them, and you-- l:he
American people-are also deeply involved in these
decisions.

I
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This is not a test of strength between the
President and the Congress, nor between the House and
the Senate. What is being tested is the strength and
will of our nation -- whether we can acknowledge a
threat and meet a serious challenge together.

I believe that this country can meet any
challenge, but this is an exceptionally difficult
one because the threat is not easy to see -- and the
subject is neither simple nor politically popular.

I said six months ago that no one would be
completely satisfied with this national energy plan.
I have turned out to be right.

There is some part

of this complex legislation to which every region and
every interest group can object.

But a common

-

-

11

national sacrifice to meet this serious problem
should be shared by everyone

-~

a proof that the

plan is fair.

It is especially difficult to deal with
distant challenges.

A President is elected for

just four years, a Representative for two, and a
Senator for six.

It has always been easier to wait

until the next year or the next term of office -- to
avoid political risk.

But you did not choose me nor the members of
the House or Senate simply to fill an office.

The

Congress is acting courageously and well, and we
have formed a good partnership.
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This energy plan is a good insurance policy
for the future, in which relatively small premiums
we pay now will protect us in the years ahead.

This is an effort which will require vision
and cooperation from all of us.

I hope that each of

you will show your concern by taking steps in your
own private life to conserve our precious energy,
but also by making sure th a t ·.-our elected officials
at all levels of government know that you want

LA-S

~

to act -- along with you -- to meet this serious
test of our nation's will.

The focus now is on the Congress, but the
test of our courage and commitment will continue,
in different forms and places, in the months and

- 12 -
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years ahead.

It need not be unpleasant for any of

I

I
I
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us to make a patriotic sacrifice for the well-being

I·
I,
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and security of our nation.
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To Pai.:sy an<l Farris Gray

I e l;.joyed r.\ -~(~ting "'.'! th you and the
others at the Diehl's last \veck.
'1.'hanks for sharJ.nH your concerns
Hit.h rne
1. ar:'\ forHarding your Li.nt
of is~;ucs ·Lo Bob Bergland.
n

Sincerely,

nr.

a.nc1 t·11~s. Farris Gray
Route 3, Bo x :n
Bec.lford., Imva 50 833
cc The Honorable Bob Bergland (w/incoming)
(by Special Referral)
JC/mf/jmc/cbs
NO'rE:

'rHROUGH SUSAN CLOUGII FOR SIGNATURE
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THE WH !TE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
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please do brief presidential
response ... tharling for
sharing concerns .... enjoyed
meeting with them and other
wh±le-±n-Bes-Me±nes farmers
at the Diehl's in Iowa last
week ..... forwarding list of
issues to bob bergland, etc.
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and return to me for signature
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thanks -- susan
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Dear President Cartera
FARM ISSUES IN WHICH WE HAVE CONCERN
1.

Cost price squeeze, cost of everything we buy is getting
higher, and our products are getting cheaper. We need a
reasonable profit for our production, as profit is what
we use to pay our indebtedness and family living. Something
needs to be done to control the drastic fluctuating of
grain and livestock prices. Import quotoes on meat should
be based on the domestic supply and not on the previous year.

2.

Farm land prices are above the price farmers can afford to
pay and get a return on their investment. This has made
it nearly impossible for a young farmer to acquire land.
The biggest contributory factor to our being able to outproduce
any country in the world ( on the average, an American Farmer
feeds 57 people; a Soviet Farmer feeds 7) is the structure
of the family farming system, which has been a hallmark
of our country since its inception.
In a few decades of harvesting, if no limit is assigned,
foreign inves'tment in U.S. farmland could eclipse American
ownership. Then the nations single greatest source of
power would pass from the hands of American Citizens.

J.

Conservation of land should be given a higher priority, and
applyed at a faster rate. Conservation practices funded by
State or Federal funds should have to be maintained or improved
by present or future land owners. La~d is ONE OF THE FEW
SOURCES OF NEW WEALTH.

4.

We are in favor of target prices, grain loans, and grain
reserve if the grain is stored on the farm, with the prices
based on the parity formula.

5.

Gasohol, could be a source of energy. At present prices
it is economically feasible. It would use some of the
surplus grain, help on the balance of payments to foreign
countries, control pollution, and lower our dependence on
foreign oil.

6.

We should look for alternate sources of energy at the fastest
rate possible. With the technology we have today and the
ability of developing new technology WE BELIEVE we can
find other sources than petroleum or fossil fuels.
Sincerely yours,
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Farr1s & Patsy Gray
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Box 51
Bedford, Iowa 508JJ

